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Thus, when natural populations find themselves suddenly freed from one or more such negative
external pressures, they may nevertheless continue to reproduce at previously-existing (or even
greater) fertility rates. The combination, therefore, of outside mortality pressures being reduced,
when combined with continued instinctive or enhanced levels of ongoing fertility, results in a
population with rapidly growing numbers that can find itself suddenly approaching and then
“overshooting” various carrying capacity limits of its environment.

During the overshoot and collapse phases of such population histories, the subject population
may not only exceed or exhaust critical resources (such as food and water, etc.), but may
simultaneously begin to damage, reduce, and/or degrade its surroundings and environmental
support systems with wastes and/or eradications, and/or to damage, diminish, degrade, or
collapse the capacities of such systems for self-maintenance, self-perpetuation, ecological
services, and/or self-repair. (Damage, wastes, environmental impacts, J-curve graphs, and/or
various resource shortages or limitations can be signals of potentially-serious population,
ecological, and systems risks, while the “collapse” phase of such populations can reflect assorted
combinations of wastes, impacts, damages, eradications, diminished resources and/or damaged
or failed functional capacities that result in die-offs and/or mass mortalities.)

Classical Examples of “Climb-and-Collapse” Outcomes

This section outlines three classical examples of population climb-and-collapse outcomes. The
first of these, described in a paper by V.B. Scheffer in 1951, began with a small population of 25
reindeer (Rangifer tarandus) introduced to a 106 km2 island off the coast of Alaska in 1911.
Within just 27 years the originally-small herd of 25 increased in numbers to more than 2000
individuals (roughly 80x larger; and notice the roughly exponential increase seen in the graph).
Following achievement of those peak numbers, however, the herd underwent a steep 99%-plus
decline leaving just eight survivors by the close of the study in 1950. In a second such study, 29
reindeer introduced to another Alaskan island in 1944 (Klein, 1968) multiplied their numbers to
more than 6000 individuals within just 19 years. Following that peak, however, a collapse over
the next three years saw the loss of 99%-plus of the herd by the close of the study in 1966.

A third classical instance of real-world climb-and-collapse calamities arising from explosive
population growth is exemplified by population explosions of one-celled marine dinoflagellates
such as Karenia brevis which induce the marine environmental calamities known as “red-tides”
which can sometimes cover hundreds of square kilometers and can kill millions of tons of fish
and even other species such as manatees (e.g., Bushaw-Newton and Sellner, 1999). It is
interesting that such red-tide calamities arise from wastes (called brevetoxins) that the
populations of dinoflagellate cells release into their surroundings, so that their increasing
numbers result in increasing wastes that end up affecting both the wider systems in which they
reside as well as many other species beyond the dinoflagellates themselves.

Might such examples have any implications for humankind’s own population futures and
trajectories? One cautionary consideration, for instance, may lie in the fact that dinoflagellate
impacts such as those cited above result from cellular and metabolic wastes that dinoflagellates
release into their surroundings. At the same time, as non-sentient entities, such dinoflagellate
populations have not devised means with which to supplement their cellular and metabolic waste
on a worldwide basis with additional quantities of societal and industrial wastes (a matter worth



noting, perhaps, given that our own species appears to exhibit an extraordinarily similar pattern
of behavior, though widened, it would appear, to a global and highly-magnified scale). (It may
be that such dinoflagellate red-tide impacts may also have further human-biospheric implications
since dinoflagellate populations also have not devised any physical, mechanical, or technological
capacities to enable, speed, amplify, and/or increase the speed and efficiency of various adverse
physical eradications, modifications, and impacts upon their environmental surroundings.)

‘Climb-and-collapse’ outcomes in ‘vast open-space’ conditions?

It can often be somewhat surprising to realize that actual population climb-and-collapse
outcomes can occur in seemingly ‘vast open-space’ environments and surroundings that can
appear to remain almost entirely ‘empty’ (roughly 99.998% unoccupied by the species in
question). For instance, in all three of the classical ‘climb-and-collapse’ examples described in
this article (two mammalian populations and one population of marine dinoflagellates), in all
three cases the collapse outcomes were either about to begin or were already well-underway
when the combined bodies (or combined cells) of each of the populations physically-occupied
roughly 2/1000ths of 1% of their environments (in other words, all three of the classical real-
world population climb-and-collapse outcomes already described above had already peaked,
and/or had already begun to enter their calamitous phases while occupying surroundings that
were roughly 2/1000ths of 1% occupied and remained roughly 99.998% unoccupied. (Supporting
mathematics is accessible here).4 (See also this related population article on vast open-space
conditions).

In the case of the dinoflagellate red-tides just discussed the mass mortalities and/or calamitous
collapse outcomes of such outbreaks can begin (or may already be well-underway) when the
dinoflagellate cells responsible for the outbreak reach, approach, or exceed densities of
approximately 1,000,000 cells per liter, which, when the actual physical size of all 1,000,000
such cells combined is compared to the volume of the one liter sample in which they reside,
amounts to roughly 2/1000ths of 1% occupancy while most of the sampled liter remains roughly
99.998% unoccupied so that it would visually appear to remain almost entirely ‘empty.’

None of the three populations cited in this article consisted, of course, of sentient species. Even
if they were sentient, however, it is interesting to contemplate whether even the brightest
scholars and most conscientious leaders of a sentient species, given such seemingly vast open-
space (roughly 99.998% unoccupied) surroundings, could have perceived or imagined the
proximity of potential climb-and-collapse thresholds and/or the possible degree of the potential
population-environment emergency conditions when such ‘vast open-space’ surroundings
appeared to seemingly prevail. Would they assess the condition as a worry worthy of immediate
attention?
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Image of 2/1000ths of 1% occupied / 99.998%
unoccupied conditions

To envision 2/1000ths of 1% in more familiar terms,
imagine a circle roughly half the size of a baseball on an
otherwise empty basketball court.


